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Abstract. This article is focused on the area of the
security. In security area is very important to know all
possible threats, project countermeasures in all contexts.
The organization must use very effective tool for effective
management of the information security. The current
practise is based on the empiric finding of the personnel
who manage security. The article describes possible
method for the integrated control of the security. In the
final part of the article is a proposal of the methodology.
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1. Introduction
The security is very sensitive part of the
organization. There is no space for high risk,
every small part play its own role and cause
unpredictable problem. In the area of the
classified information we have to check up all
possible threats, risks and vulnerabilities. Every
organization which would like to work in this
sensitive area has to meet strict conditions. The
security management of the organization has to
ensure access to the classified information. The
organization has to solve all areas – physical
security,
personal
security,
INFOSEC,
administrative security etc. The provision of the
complex security is very financially costly. The
organization must use tools that are sophisticated
and complex. The duty of the organization is
rising up, managing and improving of the
security. All activities must be done in a way
which is balanced, coherent and complete.
Integrated security management must be carried
out systematically, and must be complete in all
respects. It should as few as possible dependent
on the subjective view of the author and his
practical experience. The level of the classified

information protection is also dependent on the
quality of the security management of the
organization. We have to keep in mind that the
possibility of security breaches of classified
information can’t be completely removed, it can
be only minimized. Appropriate style of the
security management can reduce the frequency of
breach of the obligation to protect classified
information and prevent their adverse effects, or
at least mitigate these impacts. The organization
has to find the limit at which it is feasible to
reduce risk so that costs incurred were effective.
The integrated management has to ensure
efficient protection of organization assets. We
understand the integrated security management of
the organization as a management that is focused
on the ensuring of the completeness, the balance
and consistency of all security countermeasures.
The integrated security management of the
organization is characterized by the following
characteristics:
 countermeasures are assessed in the contexture
(coherence);
 countermeasures
(completeness);

cover

all

major

threats

 underrated or overrated countermeasures don´t
exist (balance).

2. Methodology
analysis

of

the

security

To achieve the best results for the
ensuring of the organization security we have to
use very effective tools. There is a real need to
use such methodology which is focused on
creating reasonable security countermeasures
leading to integrated safety management of the
organization. For the actual analysis we can apply
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the general scheme of security analysis, which is
suitable for addressing security in the
organization. We implement the security analysis
in 6 steps:
 1st step - definition of the team of specialists
managing the security;
 2nd step - determining of the extent of analysis;
 3rd step - identifying of the assets and their
valuation;
 4th step - identifying of the threats;
 5th step - identification of vulnerability;
 6th step - implementation of the design
countermeasures.

Any organization must know threats that can
cause loss of assets of the organization for the
rising up an effective and efficient security
system. Very important part of the analysis is the
4th step which is focused on the identification of
threats. Usage the best analysis of threats is very
important for a comprehensive assessment of the
issue and becomes a strategic factor for success.
Threats can be defined as intentionally caused
event or a random event. The threat may have a
negative impact on the assets in terms of their
security aspects. Assets are exposed to many
threats and challenges we ought to face. To
determine the effective and efficient protection
we need to identify and analyze threats.
Therefore, we must use the appropriate method to
analyze threats. Very effective tool is the analysis
of threats based on the elementary threats graph
[1]. Its essence is an analysis of the threat and
gradually trimmed refinement and threats. The
aim is to find a set of mutually independent
elementary threats from which the general threat
is described by Boolean logic. Obtained by
analyzing the system logic functions can
determine the importance of elementary threats,
which allows to optimize the selection of security
countermeasures. To generate the threat we need
set up the graph of the elementary threats. To
make a graph we use the following algorithm:
 The sub graph is defined by the initial
threat, which is gradually expanded. This
sub graph is initially a single node

algorithm, which represents a general threat
to the security of the system.
 Then we look for a leaf node, which hasn´t
been yet marked "E" as elementary.
Elementary knot in that representing the
elementary algorithm, i.e. the further
indivisible threat. Node, which is not yet
identified as elementary, represents a threat
that could be potentially broken down into
sub-threats, which could lead to expansion
of the sub graph. If no such node exists, and
we found all the fundamental threats, the
algorithm ends.
 Then, we examine whether the threat can
be divided into sub threats. If this is not
possible, we mark the threat as elementary,
and we indicate this fact by the mark „E“
at the node and we return back to the
previous step.
A threat is divided into sub threats. By uniting
all founded elementary threats the original threat
will raise. The partial threats will not overlap
each other. This type of structure ensures that the
set of sub threats in each division is complete and
therefore at the end of the algorithm we obtain a
complete set of elementary threats. The created
graph of the threats may be a tree. A number of
threats in itself contain fundamental common
threats. The resulting graph is a compact and
clear. Due to the requirement of division threats
to non-overlapping sub threat is to ensure that
sub-threats constitute a threat to the parent only
logical sum (OR) and never a logical product
(AND). This allows easier and automated
analysis
of countermeasures based on
propositional logic or clarity countermeasures for
manual selection process. This method of
analysis leads to the elimination of errors caused
by the creator of the chart threats because we
have a complete set of mutually disjoint sub
threats, minimizing the possibility of overlooking
some of the threats, some security aspects
omissions or overlapping threats. The advantage
drawn chart is a graphic illustration of threats
analyzed and structured in a coherent system. The
development of practical graph of elementary
threats we start with definition of the threat of the
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chart. The threat is a threat to the security of the
analyzed system. For the classification of all
threats is very important to use criteria. The
criteria will help us to prepare more systematic
chart of threats and help us to ensure the
completeness of the list of threats. Under the
threat of the peak is split by asset threat - the
threat to information security, a threat to the
security of human resources, threats to security
processes, and the threat to the security of
property. We can mark these threats as threats of
the first layer. Consequently we mark threats of a
second layer in accordance with sub threat
security aspects and they can be:
 threat to the confidentiality of the asset;
 threat to the authenticity (integrity) assets;
 threat to the availability of assets.
The following step is labelling of the threats
of the third layer, and we can find following
threats according the direction of the attack:
 inner forward;
 external attacker.
Furthermore, the criterion used can be
broken down threats by mechanisms meet the
threat. The above procedure to analyze the threats
with threats of the elementary graph found a large
group of threats. It is necessary to use system for
easy orientation in the graph. For this purpose we
can use encoding. In case of threat analysis we
can use for encoding threats following rules:
 H. ABC, where
o symbol H represents a threat;
o symbol A = I / L / M / M represents an
asset, while
 I = information;
 L = human resources;
 R = processes;
 M = property.
o symbol B = represents the aspect of
security assets, and
 D = confidentiality;
 I = authenticity (integrity);
 P = access (availability).

3

o C = symbol represents the wearer's
threat, while
 U = external attacker;
 O = internal attacker.
In a similar way we can encode additional layers
found threats. Such coding is used effectively in
terms of orientation in the graph and marked the
systematic approach.
The above mentioned method can help us
with the analysis of the organization. Default
threat poses a threat to the security of the peak.
This threat is not an elementary threat. In this
selected case we can define the four default
security threats:
 threats for information - H.I;
 threats for human resources - H.L;
 threats for processes - H.R;
 threats for property - H.M.
We begin drawing up of the chart for
example with selecting of the default threat for
the property for the organization. The first used
criterion is the criterion of the threats object.
To chart the development of elementary threats is
selected as an object property. This threat is
classified as H.M. This threat is then distributed
to other sub threat. The division into sub threats
has been used several criteria. The second used
criterion used for analysis is the security aspects
of the property. The found threats we mark and
identify:
 security aspect of confidentiality - mark
symbol H. MD;
 security aspect of integrity - mark symbol
H MI;
 security aspect of availability - mark symbol
H.MP.
The third used criterion is criterion of the
threats wearer. Such threats are identified as
follows:
 if the holder is and external striker, we mark
the threats by following symbols H.MDU,
H. MIU and H. MPU;
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 if the holder is and internal striker, we mark
the threats by following symbols H. MDO,
H. MIO and H. MPO.

Fig. 1: Elementary threats graph
Another suitable criterion for drawing of the
elementary threats graph is the way of the
mechanism of fulfilling of the threats, how
threats can be made. The result of such
mentioned threat analysis is shown in a complex
and clear graph on the Fig.1. And now when we
know possible threats we have to implement
reasonable countermeasures for elimination,
reducing or moving elsewhere of the found
threats. The proposed countermeasures should
also be expressed in a structured form. The
complex and clear chart will help us to
understand all the system. For better
understanding we can use encoding too.

3. Conclusion
Security triad, which is made up of
legislation, technology and human beings, is as
the communicating vessels. The protection of
classified information very well solved into the
legislative point of view. The legislation clearly
establishes the technical requirements for the
equipment used for the protection of classified
information, clearly defines what documents
must be drawn up and defines the senior
management of the security management.
Legislative standards are treated fairly and
regularly updated. These standards define the

technical requirements for the security of
classified information. Deployed devices must
meet the certification requirements of the
certification authority. To ensure security on the
appropriate level we need accurate prepared
personal, that use the most effective tools. The
proposed methodology will help to the
organisation with protection of the organization
assets. For better understanding of the
organization is very useful to know not only
information itself but we need to know relations,
consequences among them. The analysis helps us
to describe the organization on the elementary
level. It should help us to know all assets, all
known threats and then we can prepare adequate
countermeasures. We can use all of this for the
knowledge management. It will help to people
understand the requirement and tasks which they
have to pass in all consequences. The application
of the knowledge management within the
organization needs people that know the
organization on the detailed level. The proposed
method of the analysis seems to be very useful in
the preparation of the topic maps of the
organization.
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